Are Your Children's Toys Safe?
December 4, 2009

According to a Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) report, in 2007, there were 22 toyrelated deaths in the United States, and in 2008 there were 19. That translates to at least one death
every month in from dangerous toys – toys that should provide enjoyment but instead have hidden
death traps.

The causes of deaths include, among others, airway obstruction, strangulation, and blunt force.
Dangerous toys also account for other serious injuries like laceration and burns, as well as more than
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170,000 emergency room visits annually for injuries to children 15 years or younger, according to Don
Keenan, Atlanta attorney and child advocate.

Don Keenan has put together a list of Top 10 Dangerous Toys for 2009, available on his website,
Keenan’s Kids Foundation. He also has a link to CPSC’s list of recalled toys.

Notably, in Don Keenan’s introduction to the Top 10 Dangerous Toys list, he cautions consumers that
many of these dangerous toys, although banned or recalled by the CPSC, still made their way onto
the shelves in stores like Target or Walmart. The recalled toys are also easily available on the Internet
at sites like eBay or in used toy stores. Other toys that were not recalled also may not be completely
safe – in February 2009, the government enacted stringent standards, but Keenan’s Kids Foundation
estimates that as many as 5% of toys currently on the market probably do not meet the new safety
standards (such as requiring all children products to be tested by a third-party lab to ensure they meet
safety standards, and banning the use of phthalates, a plastic softener, or products that contain trace
amounts of lead).

Therefore, in this holiday gift-buying season, parents are urged to use extra caution in selecting safe
toys, by carefully reading the safety warning label to see if the toy is age-appropriate for your children,
and comparing against the CPSC’s recall list.
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